November 19, 2018
Mr. Tom Smith
Todd Road Partners
304 Todd Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95407

Addendum to the Traffic Impact Study for the Ghilotti Construction
Yard
Dear Mr. Smith;
As discussed, further analysis has been performed to determine what level of activity associated with the
Ghilotti Construction Yard could be accommodated without triggering a significant impact at the intersection
of Todd Road/Standish Avenue-Ghilotti Road. This letter sets forth the background for the additional
analysis, the assumptions applied in re-evaluating the intersection of Todd Road/Standish Avenue-Ghilotti
Road, our findings from an iterative analysis, and our recommendations.

Background
As you may recall, the assumptions applied in the Traffic Impact Study for the Ghilotti Construction Yard,
November 15, 2017, were quite conservative and represented more traffic than the project is realistically
expected to generate. As with most construction-related activities, the bulk of the activity would be expected
to occur prior to 4:00 p.m., or before the beginning of the evening peak period. It was, however, assumed
that the project would have 15 trucks enter and exit during the p.m. peak hour. The addition of 30 truck trip
ends (or 90 passenger vehicle equivalents) resulted in a deterioration from LOS E to LOS F during the p.m.
peak hour under both Existing plus Project and Baseline plus Project conditions.

Assumptions
Because the County of Sonoma is currently initiating the design for a traffic signal at Todd Road/Standish
Avenue-Ghilotti Road, it was assumed that the signal would be operational prior to the horizon year for the
“Future Conditions” analyses. These scenarios were therefore not evaluated. It was further noted that
projected delay under Baseline plus Project conditions was higher than for Existing plus Project conditions,
so any trips that could be added to Baseline p.m. peak hour volumes without triggering LOS F operation
could also be added to Existing p.m. peak hour volumes without triggering a significant impact. Finally, as
96 percent of trips were from/to the east, inbound trips were only added to the westbound left turn and
outbound trips were assumed to all make a northbound right turn.

Findings
Through an iterative analysis it was determined that the maximum number of passenger vehicle trips that
could be added to Baseline p.m. peak hour volumes without causing operation to deteriorate to LOE F is
six (6) trips inbound and nine (9) trips outbound. Because few trucks would be entering the site after 4:00
p.m., and nearly all would leave the site before 4:00 p.m., the project’s actual trip generation is expected to
be equal to or less than two (2) trucks inbound and three (3) trucks outbound on a typical daily basis. The
impact is therefore expected to be less-than-significant.
It is understood that Ghilotti Construction would offer to re-route Ghilotti Road to the west to intersect Todd
Road more directly across from Standish Avenue. This improvement is not required to achieve signalization
but would result in substantially-improved operation of the traffic signal compared to the existing offset
configuration.
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Recommendations


To ensure that the project has a less-than-significant impact on traffic operation, until the traffic signal
is constructed the construction yard should close daily at 4:00 p.m. Should there be a few trucks that
miss the closing time and must therefore enter and exit after 4:00 p.m., the impact would remain lessthan-significant as two inbound and three outbound trucks can be accommodated without pushing
operation to LOS F.



Through coordination with the County, the south leg of the intersection of Todd Road/Standish AvenueGhilotti Road should be realigned to support the County’s planned signalization project. This would
require dedication of right-of-way as well as construction of the roadway, and the County may wish to
consider the cost of these improvements as an offset to the project’s “proportional share” payment for
the signalization.

We hope this information is adequate to address the change in operation needed to avoid this significant
impact in the short term. Please contact me if you have any further questions. Thank you for giving us the
opportunity to provide these services.
Sincerely,

Dalene J. Whitlock, PE, PTOE
Principal
DJW/djw/SOX574.L1

Enclosures: LOS Calculations

